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ABSTRACT
This paper describes Bramble, a toolkit for construct-
ing graphical editing applications. The primary focus
of Bramble is improve support for graphical manipula-
tion by employing differential constraint techniques. A
constraint engine capable of managing non-linear equa-
tions maps interactive controls and constraints to object
parameters. This allows objects to provide mathemati-
cal outputsthat are easily composed, rather than exposing
their internal structure or requiring special purpose inter-
action techniques. The model of interaction used with
the differential approach has a continuous notion of time,
whichprovidesthecontinuousmotionrequiredforgraphi-
cal manipulation. BrambleprovidesaLISP-likeextension
language and support for other application features such
as windows and buttons. The paper concludes with ex-
amples of interaction techniques deﬁned in Bramble and
applications built with Bramble.
KEYWORDS: toolkits,graphicaleditors, constraints, in-
teraction techniques
1. INTRODUCTION
Therangeofgraphicaleditingapplicationscontinuestoex-
pand as hardware to support them becomes more widely
available. In addition to common applications such as
drawing, others such as architectural layout, scene com-
position, solid modeling, simulation and animation will
also become available to users. As graphical applications
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become more available, they will need better interfaces.
Advances in computer hardware offer opportunities for
such improvements. Forexample, advanced graphics sys-
tems allow realistic images to be generated fast enough
for use in interactive settings. Similarly, the numerical
performance of new processors make the use of constraint
techniques practical.
Constraints make a powerful addition to the interaction
techniques available in graphical editors. They can also
impact how interactive systems are constructed and in-
teraction techniques developed. However when adding
constraints to systems, the essential character of direct
manipulationeditingmust be preserved. Systems must be
smooth, fast, responsive and reactive.
ThispaperdescribesBramble,atoolkitdesignedtosupport
the development of graphical editing applications, with
features suchas geometricconstraints,snap-dragging,dif-
ferential controls, and animation. Bramble is designed to
explorehownumericalconstrainttechniquescaneffectthe
construction of graphical editors and the development of
interaction techniques.
Figure 1 shows MechToy, a Bramble application. Mech-
Toy allows the user to sketch planar mechanisms and ex-
periment with their behavior. Its direct manipulation in-
terface is similar to that of a drawing program; however
the graphicalobjectsare designedtolooklikethesymbols
that appear in mechanics textbooks. The interface infers
connections between pieces as they are sketched. Bram-
ble’s non-linear constraint techniques permit the user to
play with and animate the gadgets once they are drawn.
1.1. The Differential Approach
The core of graphical editing applications is the manipu-
lation of graphical objects. The desired interface for this
is typically direct manipulation: interactions where ob-
jects move with continuous motion that is coupled to the
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user’s actions, such as dragging. Bramble’s focus is on
supporting this graphical manipulation, although it does
providesupportfor otherparts of applicationssuch as dis-
play lists, views, hierarchies, buttons, and windows. To
support graphical manipulation, Bramble take a a differ-
ential approach, in which constraint techniques are used
to support direct manipulation.
Graphical objectshave many real-valued aspects inwhich
a user may be interested. Even a simple line segment has
a range of aspects which a user may want to specify, such
as the positionsof the endpoints or midpoint, or its length
or orientation. Users may also be interested in aspects of
groups of objects, for example the distance between the
centers of two circles. Controls are the aspects which the
user directly speciﬁes or manipulates.
The conﬁgurationsof each graphical object is represented
byavectorofreal-valuedparameterscalleditsstatevector.
There is typicallya choice in how objects are represented.
Forexample, wemightrepresenttheconﬁgurationofaline
segment by the positions of its endpoints, by the location
of its center, its length, and its angle. The choice of
representation is an implementation concern, but ideally
should make no difference to the user.
The basic idea of the differential approach is that objects
are manipulated by constraining and controlling their as-
pects. Objects provide a variety of aspects as potential
controls. The user can choose which to specify, either
by constraining their values or by interactively dragging
them. These constraints and controls can be combined
arbitrarily. The differential approach gives the user more
ﬂexibleandtaskspeciﬁccontrols,whichcan bemixedand
matched as convenient for their problems.
The constraint engine used in the differential approach
maps the constraints and controls into changes in the ob-
jects’ parameters. The use of the engine allows all access
to the objects’ conﬁguration to be accomplished via their
aspects. Because theinterfaceisinterms ofaspects, rather
than representation, programmers have the freedom to se-
lect object representations based on implementation con-
cerns, yet still provide desired interfaces. System pieces
are designed in terms of generic aspect types rather than
speciﬁc objects.
Simply permitting the user to specify values for aspects
is not a practical basis for interaction. Instead, we prefer
that aspects are controlled so that objects move with con-
tinuousmotion. This appears to be importantforusability
concerns[11]. It also permits implementations using sim-
pler numerical techniques[14]. Therefore the differential
approach takes a continuous view of time, unlike most
approaches to graphical interaction. Discrete events alter
the way objects move, rather than directly altering their
conﬁgurations. Interaction techniques are deﬁned by ap-
plying constraints and controls to aspects at appropriate
instants,and permittingthese actionstooperate onobjects
over a duration of time.
Beneﬁts of the differential approach are demonstrated by
the example shown in Figure 2. Consider the task of aim-
ingthe lightfrom the Luxolamp. The user of a traditional
3D system would do this by adjusting the joint angles of
the lamp. However, an application built with Bramble
permits the user to directly manipulate the light direction,
for example by dragging the place on the ground where
the light points. As the user drags this control, Bramble’s
differential constraint engine adjusts the lamp’s joints ac-
cordingly. The ﬂoor target is just one of the many aspects
Page 2Figure 2: A lamp is manipulated by dragging the point at
the center of where its light hits the ﬂoor. The joint angles are
adjusted based on the manipulation of the light’s target.
of a directional light source which can be used for ma-
nipulation. The developer of the light source object need
onlyprovideaspects, as Bramble’s constraintsand control
techniques connect to these. In fact, since aspects can be
deﬁned interms of otheraspects, thedirectionallightcon-
trols were deﬁned in terms of the bulb’s position and tip,
so the light can be manipulated in any ﬁxture in which it
is placed.
The Bramble toolkit was built to explore applying the
differential approach to interactive graphical applications.
This paper examines this approach, and describes some
relevant aspects of thetoolkit. Followinga briefreviewof
related work, the differential approach will be introduced
in more detail, and its notion of time will be discussed.
Pieces of Bramble willbe described, includingits embed-
ded interpreter and standard set of graphical objects. The
paper concludes with examples of how interaction tech-
niquescanbedeﬁnedwithBramble’sdifferentialapproach
and of applications builtwith Bramble.
2. RELATED WORK
Since the earliest interactive graphical editors, systems
have attempted to provide sophisticated editing features.
Sketchpad[33] introduced not only direct graphical in-
teraction, but also constraints and snapping. Since this
ground-breaking application, direct graphical interactions
have been continuallyreﬁned and have become common-
place in systems. Although constraint techniques have
been limitedtoresearch systems such as [27], there isnow
a renewed interest in combining constraints with direct
manipulation interfaces[1, 2, 9, 11, 23].
Several toolkitshave been developedtosupportthedevel-
opmentofgraphicaleditorsatahigherlevelthanlowlevel
graphics toolkitssuchas GL[21] orPHIGS[8]. Toolssuch
as Garnet[26], Coral[34], Unidraw[35], ArtKit[16] and
Inventor[32] provide services for graphical applications.
Like Bramble, such tools allow developers to work with
abstractions which correspond directly with components
of editors, such as graphical objects and views. Several
of these toolkits contain support for advanced interface
techniques, such as ArtKit’s snapping or Inventor’s 3D
manipulators. However, unlike Bramble, none of these
toolkitsprovide non-linear constraints or support for both
2D and 3D applications.
Previous toolkits have attempted to aid in the develop-
ment of interaction techniques, and their incorporation
into systems. For example, Garnet provides a basic set
of interactors[25] from which more complex behaviors
can be constructed. Inventor’s manipulators[32] provide
a method for coupling predeﬁned interaction techniques
with graphical objects. UGA[10] allows prototyping 3D
interaction techniques procedurally. Like Bramble, GITS
[28] deﬁnes interaction techniques with constraints; how-
everitislimitedtothedesignof2Dwidgetsanditprecom-
piles constraint solutions. In [37], interaction techniques
are interactively linked together in a constraint-like fash-
ion to build more complex 3D widgets.
Graphics toolkits such as Garnet, Coral, MEL[18], and
ThingLab II[24] have employed constraints to aid pro-
grammers, for example by maintaining consistency be-
tween program data structures. Bramble, in contrast, tar-
gets constraints as a user service. Therefore, the type of
constraints Bramble provides is quite different than that
of these other toolkits. Bramble provides support for gen-
eral non-linearequations, whereas othertoolkitshave em-
ployed propagation solvers which solve restricted classes
of equations, but with potentially better scalability and
performance characteristics. The differential constraint
methods used in Bramble are discussed in [13] and [14].
Providing an embedded interpreter in an interactive ap-
plication is not an uncommon technique. Well known
examples of such systems are Gnu-Emacs and AutoCAD,
which provide LISP interpreters for extensions. Graph-
ics toolkits which center around such interpreters include
Tk[30] and ezd[3]. Like Tcl[29], the Whisper interpreter
used in Bramble is designed as a language speciﬁcally to
be embedded in interactive systems.
3. USING THE DIFFERENTIAL APPROACH
The differential approach aims to provide more ﬂexible
methods for the manipulationof graphical objects by per-
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ratherthanjustdirectlyontheirparameters, andpermitting
these constraints and controls to be combined.
Aspects are determined by functions of the state vector.
Sometimes these functions are deﬁned directly, but of-
ten they are composed of other aspect functions. This
composition affords an important modularity by allow-
ing constraints and interaction techniques to be deﬁned
in terms standardized connectors, rather than individual
objects. For example, graphical objects can provide the
positions of points as outputs without knowing what will
be connected, andinteractiontechniques can be deﬁned in
terms of point positions, without knowing what types of
objects these pointscome from. An example is illustrated
in Figure 3.
3.1. Interaction Via Constraint Switching
The differential approach permits users to control how
combinations of aspects evolve over time. Interactions
are deﬁned by altering the set of controlled aspects, then
letting this control alter the objects over a period of time.
Two basic actions are used to describe the rate of change
in the aspect. Aspects can either be driven towards a
particularvalue,orforcedtofollowamovingtarget. These
basic differential interactors serve as building blocks for
interaction techniques. The follow differential interactor
is usedtotiean aspect toaninputdevice oranimated path.
The go–towards interactor is used to set an aspect to a
desired valueand constrainittostaythereonce itachieves
that value.
The conﬁgurations of graphical objects are changed by
the effects of the differential interactors over time, as dis-
cussed insection3.3. Atdiscrete instants,theset ofacting
differential interactors is altered, but not the values in the
state vectors. Interactions are created by connecting dif-
ferential interactors to aspects in response to particular
cues, and permitting time to advance so that the inter-
actors can affect the variables. For example, dragging
is accomplished bycreatinga followdifferentialinteractor
between a pointpositionaspect andthemouse whena but-
ton is pressed, and removing this interactor upon release.
More examples are provided in section 8.
More complex differential interactors are created by rules
which switch a basic interactor on and off as needed. For
example, an inequalityconstraint on an aspect can be cre-
atedbyturningonabasicinteractorwhichforcestheaspect
into the allowed region when the boundary is exceeded.
Another compound interactor turns on a constraint which
forces an aspect to a precise value when it is close, but
releases the constraint when another interactor opposes it
enough. This snapping interactor gives the feel of gravity
seen in Snap-Dragging[5].
The set of differential interactors is small and somewhat
ﬁxed. The set used in Bramble is go–towards, follow,
bound, snap, and click. The interactors may be attached
to any aspect. The range of interaction techniques results
not from extending this set, but rather from the aspects to
which they are applied and how they are switched on and
off.
3.2. Aspects and Snap-Together Math
Aspects are the subobjects which Bramble’s graphical ob-
jects provide for other objects to refer to. They provide
the numerical values of some feature of an object. The
two types of connections to these ports are differential
interactors and other aspect–producing objects. Aspects,
therefore,mustprovidesufﬁcientmeans forsolvingdiffer-
ential constraints and for composing other aspects. Meth-
ods providing the values and derivatives with respect to
the state variables are sufﬁcient.
Bramble is built with a mathematical toolkitcalled Snap-
TogetherMathematics[15]whichpermitsthedynamicdef-
inition of mathematical functions and rapid evaluation of
these functions and their derivatives. Aspects correspond
exactly to the functional outputs of Snap-Together Math.
Functionsare builtbycomposingotherfunctionstogether.
At a low level, one might consider building functions out
of basic mathematical primitives such as addition; how-
ever, composition occurs at higher levels of abstraction
when aspects are deﬁned as functions of other aspects.
Brieﬂy, Snap-Together Math permits functional elements
to be connected together to form larger functions, effec-
tively wiring the blocks into an expression graph. Indi-
vidual functional elements need only compute their local
functions and derivatives, and the global values are com-
putedbya compositionprocess whichtraverses the graph.
Functions for local derivatives can be generated automat-
ically by code generating tools. These smaller derivative
matrices are assembled intothe larger results by a process
called automatic differentiation[22]. For performance,
Snap-Together Math exploits sparsity in the derivatives
and employs caching.
Snap-Together Math also provides support for managing
sets of state variables. This is important since principles
of object-oriented encapsulation suggest distributing the
state among the objects to which it belongs, while the nu-
mericalalgorithmsrequirethestatetobeinasinglevector.
Snap-Together Math addresses this dichotomy by permit-
ting objects to maintain their own local state vectors, but
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Figure 3: Aspectspermit deﬁningconstraintsindependentlyof theobjectstheyrelate. In theexample,the distanceconstraintgraphical
object is deﬁned in terms of generic 2D points. The differential interactors are similarly deﬁnedto connect to a variety of aspects.
gathers these variables into a global vector for computa-
tions. Selectively gathering variables permits limitingthe
scope of computations for performance[12].
It is important to emphasize that aspects are the interface
for how objects are controlled. Differential interactors
and aspects only need to inquirethe value and derivatives
of aspects that they connect to. This is very important
from the standpoint of modularity. Objects can provide
aspects of various types, withoutconcern for what will be
connected to them. Interaction techniques and compound
aspects can similarly be deﬁned in generic terms. For
example, a dragginginteraction or distance constraint can
be deﬁned in terms of the positions of points on objects
and can be connected to any aspect of any object that
reports a position. Connections for such an arrangement
are depicted in ﬁgure 3.
3.3. Bramble’s Differential Engine
The Snap-Together Math library provides a differential
constraint engine1 which is used by Bramble. The en-
gine keeps a list of active differential interactors and their
1We dislikeusingtheterm solver,as theenginedoesnotsimply solve
systems of non-linear equations.
associated aspects. It determines how the state variables
shouldbe alteredto achieve the effects speciﬁed bythein-
teractors. Allof the variable dependencies are determined
via the derivatives of the aspects. The mathematics for
such calculations are described in [13] and [14].
The differential interactors specify how values should be
changing at a given moment, their time derivatives. This
isintegratedovertimebyanordinarydifferentialequation
(ODE) solver. Snap-Together Math makes a variety of
solvers available.
Brambleusesasingledifferentialengineforcontrollingall
objectsinthesystem. Viewingparameters, lighting,object
conﬁgurations, material surface properties, and animation
motionpaths are all treated uniformly. The engine merely
sees mathematical functions of state variables, without
regard for what they do.
To Bramble, the differential solvingengine is a black box.
The developer of an application need not understand the
mathematics inside it. In fact, application developers
rarely need to concern themselves with derivatives. In
cases where new functions need to be deﬁned to com-
pute new types of object aspects, the derivatives can be
generated automatically.
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Bramble differs from most other interactive graphical
toolkits in that it has a continuous notion of time. Just
like physicalobjects inthe real world,graphical objectsin
Brambleexistcontinuouslyandmovewithcontinuousmo-
tion. Of course, digital computers can only approximate
continuous things. Bramble uses machine precision ﬂoat-
ing point to represent continuous values, and uses ODE
solving techniques to discretize time. Such solvers work
by computingsteps which move time forward in small in-
crements. The rich and varied literature on ODE solving
(see [31] for a practical introduction) provides insight on
the effects of time discretization.
Bramble’s main loop consists of executing a number of
solver steps to advance time forward some amount, and
then processing any discrete events which have occurred
during the step. Each of these iterations is called a tick.
Since graphical objects exist continuously, there is no no-
tion of redrawing objects when they are altered. Views
always display the current state of the model; however,
they are only updated at the end of each tick. Previous
systems, such as Coral[34] have used constraint mecha-
nisms to achieve this same effect.
4.1. Event Model
Reactive systems, like the graphical editors that Bramble
is designed to support, are typicallydescribed and builtin
an event driven fashion. With such an approach, systems
are designed by specifying what happens in response to
various stimuli (events) such as input device clicks. All
effects in the system happen in response to events. The
event driven model has been extended to support direct
manipulation. Events are generated for each small bit of
inputdevice motionor clocktick. Ateach ofthese events,
the positionsof dragged objects can be updated. This can
be extended further to support snapping and gestures[16].
Rather than augmenting the event model to support con-
tinuous operations, Bramble instead uses events only for
discrete actions. Discrete events do notaffect theconﬁgu-
rations of objects. Instead, discrete events onlycreate and
destroyobjectsand differentialinteractors. Motionoccurs
as the interactors affect the state over time.
When an event, such as a button click, occurs, Bramble
queues it, but does not process the queued events untilthe
end of the tick. Normally this is not a problem, as this
time lag is very short. In order to maintain the illusion
of continuous motion, Bramble must process many ticks
per second. When this rate slows down too much, we
experience interactive breakdown. Below approximately
4tickspersecond, notonlydoes theillusionofcontinuous
motion break, but also the lags between events and when
they are processed grow noticeable.
In Bramble, cursor snapping is handled separately from
the event process. The model for cursor snapping is also
continuous, but in practice it is only updated at the end
of each tick. Event actions can inquire about the state of
snapping at any time. Facilities are provided to control
the scope of snapping, permitting techniques such as se-
mantic snapping[20]. Presently, the Bramble snap server
is limited in the types of targets it permits, but it is being
extended to support the range of snapping seen in Snap-
Dragging[4, 5] in a general way.
5. GRAPHICAL OBJECTS IN BRAMBLE
Bramble uses the drawing model provided by the GL li-
brary on the Silicon Graphics Iris workstation[21]. As
with GL, all drawing is actually done in 3D, although
many objects ignore the thirddimension. This has a small
cost, for example in doing transformations. The beneﬁts
include avoiding redundant code and the ability to place
2D objects in 3D worlds.
The base class forgraphicalobjectsinBrambleistheclass
Drawable.This class only requires a few methods. Sub-
classes of Drawable deﬁne a draw method and a bound-
ing volume method, both of which need only operate in
the object’s local coordinate frame. Objects may also pro-
vide other functionality. For example, most objects will
deﬁne at least a few aspects so they can be manipulated,
and willallocate a state vector tostore their conﬁguration.
Other examples of optional Drawable functionality in-
clude ray intersection, creation of differential interactors,
and generation of external representations.
Bramble supportsobjecthierarchieswithits Group class.
A Group is a subclass of Drawable which contains a
list of otherobjects and a transformationto applyto them.
Like the hardware and graphics library it has been built
on, Bramble presently only supports linear transforma-
tions. Each Group has an aspect which computes its
transformation matrix from its state variables. Differ-
ent Group types deﬁne different functions, for example
to employ quaternion or Euler angle representations for
rotation. Group objects manage the hierarchy for their
member objects. For example, the members need only
draw in their local coordinates as the group ensures that
the proper transformations are applied.
Drawable objects can provide a variety of aspects. One of
the most common is a distinguished point; for example,
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In addition to providingits position, a Distinguished-
Point objectmayprovidemanyotheraspects,suchasthe
surface normal and tangents at the point. Although these
quantities are affected by the transformation hierarchy,
Drawable objects need only deﬁne aspects of Distin-
guishedPoint in local coordinatesas hierarchy mecha-
nismsautomaticallyperformtherequiredtransformations.
Some less obvious aspects for pointsare discussed in sec-
tion 5.1. Interaction techniques and constraints are typ-
ically deﬁned in terms of DistinguishedPoints, so
they can be applied to any object. Rather than their own
manipulation techniques, objects merely need to provide
these aspects.
Bramble predeﬁnes a variety of basic object types, along
withstandard aspects withwhich tomanipulate them. For
example, the 2D set includes lines, circles, rectangles,
ellipses, and polygons, as well as a general parametric
curve class which only requires providing the parametric
function (see [13]). Standard 3D objects include cones,
tori, cylinders, etc. Polyhedra can be deﬁned in several
ways, includingreaders for several data ﬁle formats.
Geometric constraints are represented by Drawable ob-
jects which create associated differential interactors on
some of their aspects. For example, a connection con-
straint would take two DistinguishedPoint position
aspects, and compute the difference as an aspect. When
created, it would also create a go–towards interactor on
the distance aspect to maintain the constraint, as well as
providing a method for drawing itself. Bramble includes
manybasicconstraintobjectsintwoandthreedimensions,
including point connection, distance, collinearity, normal
or tangent alignment, and parallel. Inequality constraints
in the basic set include constraints to keep points inside
many of the basic shapes. All of these constraints op-
erate generically on DistinguishedPoint aspects so
they can be attached to many types of objects.
Cameras are a special subclass of Drawable.They pro-
videspecialaspectswhichdeﬁneaviewingtransformation
matrix. For perspective transformations, the position of
the camera inworldspacecan be determinedfromthisma-
trix,sothecameracanbedrawnandmanipulatedasascene
object. Cameras can also provide a variety of aspects for
controls, many of which are examined in [14]. Bramble’s
basic object set includes many varieties of cameras, in-
cluding orthographic transformations (which are required
for viewing in 2D), and many of the standard perspective
representations.
5.1. Objects for 3D interaction
Bramble provides a standard set of objects and aspects
to support basic 3D interaction. The goal is to provide
a fast and easy interface for 3D experimentation. The
basic interface has a particular style, which derives from
systems we have built in our lab over the past few years
and is shown in Figure 4. Applications can use or ignore
these interface elements.
An important part of Bramble’s 3D interface is a ﬂoor
called the groundplane and an optional back wall. This
reference object deﬁnes the coordinate system and gives
the user a reference frame called a stage[17]. To further
aid the user’s perception of 3D objects, Bramble can draw
shadows on these reference objects. These plane shadows
can be easily generated with the available hardware using
techniquesdescribedin[6]. Bramble’sshadowscan either
be simple drop shadows, or shadows computed from the
positionsofthelightsources. Thepositionsofshadowsare
computed as aspects, so they can be directly constrained
and manipulated, an interaction technique shown in [17].
In Bramble, shadow manipulation can be used to control
light sources as well as objects.
Thefollowinteractorpermitstheusertocouplethemotion
of an aspect to the motion of an input device. An aspect
whichrepresents a positionin3–space couldbe connected
to a 3D input device, although we typically only have
a mouse. Bramble’s standard 3D input technique uses
the mouse along with a special graphical object called the
mousepole. Themousepoleisaverticallinewhichextends
from the ﬂoor to the mouse position. The line is used
to provide feedback of the 3D location. As the mouse
is moved, the pole tracks it, with the top point moving
parallel to the groundplane. When a designated elevator
buttonis held down, thepole topmoves in a vertical plane
instead of front-to–back. The tip of a mouse pole can be
tracked by a differential interactor.
Anothermethodforcontrolling3Dobjectswiththemouse
is via Through-the-Lens (TTL) controls. Through-the-
Lens controls are special aspects of Distinguished-
Point objects which compute where the point appears
on the screen in a given view. In [14], these controls are
discussed for manipulating cameras. However, by con-
straining the camera’s conﬁguration, the controls can also
be used to manipulate objects. Because they only specify
2 dimensions,TTL controlsare notsufﬁcienttoform a 3D
interaction technique. However, they serve as a building
block, which when combined with other constraints, can
be used to describe 3D interactions. An example is the
axis translation handle described in Section 8.
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mousepole. A groundplaneand shadowsare provided to help depth perception.
Lights are special Drawable objects. Like cameras,
lights often have positions in the world and can be de-
picted in the scene (exceptions being distant and ambient
light sources). Light objects provide aspects for their po-
sition, orientation, and intensity which Bramble uses to
conﬁgure the hardware lighting support for drawing. We
have been exploring different aspects to provide useful
lightingcontrols. For example, spotlightscan be manipu-
lated by dragging the ellipse of their umbra on the ground
plane, as shown in Section 1.1 and Figure 2. Another
experimental control is providing the result of the light-
ing calculation at points as an aspect, allowing a user to
directly control the color that a point appears.
Bramble also has special mirror objects. Using a tech-
nique similar to that used for shadows, Bramble can draw
reﬂections in a planar mirror. Like shadows, the positions
of objects in the mirror are aspects which can be directly
controlled and constrained. Reﬂection aspects affect the
mirror, the reﬂected object, and the camera. Although
Bramble cannotdrawreﬂectionsoncurvedsurfaces, itcan
generate inputforrenderers whichcan. Bramble therefore
contains some special aspects to aid in positioningreﬂec-
tions. DistinguishedPoints can compute an aspect
which, based on camera position, computes the reﬂection
ray. By constraining an object to lie along this ray, what
appears in the reﬂection can be controlled. By attach-
ing a light source to the ray, a specular highlight can be
positioned.
Bramble’s facilities to manipulate reﬂections are unlikely
to provide a standard 3D interaction technique. They are
described here to give an example of how aspects can
be created to provide unusual, experimental interactions.
New aspects can be deﬁned which permit the user to di-
rectly control some quantity of interest. Similarly, if new
methods for position points are developed, they can not
only be applied to points on objects, but also to other
points such as those on reﬂections and shadows.
6. AN EMBEDDED INTERPRETER
Bramble contains an embedded interpreterfora LISP-like
programming language called Whisper. Applications can
use the interpreter to provide services to the user, such as
customization scripts and as a save and load format. The
interpreter also facilitates the process of constructing the
applications, helping to alleviate some of the drawbacks
of the environment in which Bramble was constructed2.
Whisper is a programming language akin to Scheme and
LISP.TheWhisperinterpreterisspeciﬁcallydesignedtobe
embeddedininteractiveapplications,andisconstructedas
a toolkit to facilitate incorporation. Like Scheme, Whis-
per supports dynamic types and lexical closures. It has
an extensible type system which allows it to manipulate
pointers to C++ objects without the need to access their
internals.
2Bramble was constructed in C++ instead of a more dynamic envi-
ronment,suchasCommonLISP orScheme,becauseavailablecompilers
failed to provide the needednumerical performance.
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temandamodulemechanism. AnenvironmentinWhisper
is a name space, ora pairingofnames andvalues. Inorder
to support Scheme-like lexical closures, environments are
hierarchical, shared, and automaticallymemory managed.
Whisper allowsprogrammers to directlyrefer to these ob-
jects, and to pass them around. Environments are used as
objects in Whisper, providing a ﬂexible communication
mechanism with C++ data structures. The C++ objects
in Bramble keep an associated environment with them.
Often, rather than using C++ ﬁelds, objects willstore ele-
ments, includingparameters, aspects, and methods, inside
of their carried environment. This permits these elements
to be accessed from Whisper code and dynamically al-
tered. It also provides a concise and clean protocol for
objects to inquire about one another. For example, it is
possible to determine if an object has deﬁned a particular
aspect.
Hooks in Bramble are pointersto either a C++ functionor
a Whisper closure. Many parts of Bramble’s behavior are
deﬁnedbyhooks,allowingthemtobealtereddynamically.
This permits, for example, a conﬁguration ﬁle to alter the
behavior of objects so that new interactiontechniques can
be prototyped.
7. WINDOWING SUPPORT
Most of Bramble is concerned with providingsupport for
the graphical objects which the user will actually place
into models. However, there are other supportingobjects,
such as windows and buttons, which applications require
and Bramble supports. Many other toolkits provide simi-
lar support for these things; relevant aspects of how they
are handled in Bramble will be mentioned brieﬂy. The
emphasis in the development of these objects is in provid-
ing tools which will allow these parts of applications to
be built quickly, so that more effort can be concentrated
on the development of graphical manipulation techniques
with the differential approach.
Bramble contains an object type called a Frame which
represents a window system window object. A frame can
containmanysubwindows. Oneofthesesubwindowsmay
be a View which is where Bramble draws a depiction of
the current state of the graphical objects. Each View has
an associated camera and attributes which determine how
the image is rendered. There can be many views at once,
but each must have its own camera and frame.
A Frame can contain other subwindows besides a View.
Theseareusedtoprovidebuttonsandotherwidgetsaround
the edges. Examples can be seen in the applications de-
picted in the ﬁgures. Like the graphical objects, the wid-
gets are designed to automatically update themselves to
maintain a consistent view of the values that they access.
For example, a buttoncan be created to“watch” a whisper
variable, or a slider can be placed on any aspect to track
its value. The slider interactor can also control the aspect
towhichitisconnected by creatingdifferentialinteractors
in response to mouse clicks. These sliders permitnot only
draggingan aspect’s value, butalso nailingor boundingit.
8. INTERACTION EXAMPLES
With the differential approach, interaction techniques are
deﬁned by attaching differential interactors to object as-
pects at appropriate times. This section introduces some
of Bramble’s mechanisms for deﬁning when to perform
these actions by providing examples of how interaction
techniques are deﬁned.
A Distance Constraint: Graphical objects can create
associated differential interactors when they are created.
For example, the distance constraint used as an example
throughoutthispaperwouldbeimplementedasagraphical
object which creates a go–towards interactor attached to
its distance aspect.
Dragging: Differential interactors can be created in di-
rect response to user events. For example, to implement
dragging,a follow interactoriscreated between the mouse
and the grabbed point when the mouse button is pressed.
When the buttonis released, the interactor is destroyed.
ConstrainedDragging: Differentialinteractorsareused
incombinationtocreate more complexbehaviors. Forex-
ample, to rotate an object, the same technique as dragging
would be used, except that a differential interactor would
be used to ﬁx the center of rotation. These additional in-
teractors could be created and destroyed with the follow,
or at the time when rotation mode is selected, or at some
other time depending on the desired interface.
Handles: Aspects can provide hooks to be called when
they are grabbed or released for dragging. This permits,
for example, different points to have different behaviors.
This can be applied to create special handle objects. As
an example, consider creating an axis translation handle
like those seen in [32] and [10]. These handles are special
objects which attach to scene elements and drag them
along a particular directionwhen grabbed. To create such
a handle, a graphical object is created which has an aspect
that is some offset from the point it is meant to control.
When it is grabbed, it creates constraints which force the
Page 9Figure 5: This application allows users to edit box and ar-
row diagrams. Constraints not only keep connections, but also
prevent boxesfrom overlapping.
point to move only along the desired axis. Because the
motion is restricted, the two dimensions of the mouse are
sufﬁcient to specify the translation, so a through-the-lens
control can be used. When the point is released, the axis
constraint is removed.
9. APPLICATIONS IN BRAMBLE
This section describes some of the initial applications
which have been constructed with Bramble. These ap-
plications consist of two parts: C++ deﬁnitions of new
object types and aspects, and a Whisperdriver. The driver
creates somewindowsandobjects,bindsactionstoevents,
and begins the interactive loop.
Boxes and Arrows: Figure 5 depicts a box and ar-
row diagram editor. This is a popular demonstration for
constraint-based toolkitsbecause constraints can keep the
diagram together as pieces are moved. Because the Dis-
tinguishedPoint aspects to which the arrows are con-
nected provide curve normal information, the arrows can
connect correctly. Unlikesystems created withmostother
constraint-basedtoolkits,Bramblepermitsnon-linearcon-
straints, such as distance and orientation, in addition to
simple connections. A special differential interactor uses
constraints to prevent boxes from overlapping, instead
causing them to collide and push one another away as
they move.
Curve Modeling: The program depicted in Figure 6 is a
new version of the modeler described in [13]. This tool
aims to demonstrate how differential methods permit a
uniform interface to a wide variety of object types. All
objects can be grabbed by their points and dragged. The
application provides a range of objects includingnot only
the typical ones like lines and circles, but also things like
spirals. New object types can be deﬁned simply by pro-
viding their parametric functions and a small amount of
auxiliaryinformation. Special interfaces donotneedtobe
deﬁned for each object. This applications also provides a
variety of constraint types.
A MechanismSimulator: TheMechToyapplication,de-
scribed in Section 1 and seen in Figure 1 is a variant on
basic drawing programs. Variants of basic objects have
been deﬁned so they appear as in textbook illustrations;
for example connectors appear as bolts, lines appear as
linkage rods, and nail constraints appear using the stan-
dardgroundedpointsymbolfromtextbooks. Theinterface
is tuned to infer connections between pieces, and to pro-
vide motor objects which animate when enabled. These
features are simple to create with Bramble’s abstractions.
3D Tinkertoys: Figure 4 depicts a simple 3D construc-
tion toy which permits users to connect point objects to-
getherwithdistanceconstraints. Theintentwastorecreate
the functionality shown in the system presented in [36].
TinkertoysusesthestandardBramble3Dinterfacetoplace
and adjust points, and to create constraints.
For this application, we attempted to design an interface
with a minimum set of command keys. In fact, the entire
applicationcanbeusedwithonlytheleftmousebuttonand
the elevator button for the mousepole. We use a simple
viewcontrol. When theselectorbuttonissetto“spin,” the
left mouse button becomes a world rotator. Upon mouse
down, the “center of the universe” is pinned down, and a
trackinginteractoriscreated between thethrough-the-lens
positionofthegrabbedpointandthemouse. Thisprovides
aninteractionsimilartothevirtualsphere of[7]. Asimilar
control is used for panning.
Differential Control Demos: To demonstrate experi-
mental interactiontechniques, suchas reﬂectionand light-
ingcontrol,weoftenneedtobuildsmalldedicateddemon-
strations. ShowoffisaBrambleapplicationdesignedtoaid
in this process. Unlike other applications, Showoff does
notcreate windowsorﬁllthescene withgraphicalobjects.
Instead, it deﬁnes Whisper functions which make it easy
forscriptstodothese tasks. Forinstance, itdeﬁnesa func-
tion which automatically creates a framed view, complete
with a standard camera and buttons along the side to set
various viewing modes. Showoff creates commands for
ﬁnding and manipulatingobject aspects.
An example use of Showoff is depicted in Figure 2. The
script merely creates a window, the pieces of the Luxo
Page 10Figure 6: This curve modeler allows a variety of objects and constraint types.
lamp, and the background blocks. Showoff’s interface
permits the user to control any of the aspects provided by
theobjects. Forexample, itcancreateslidersforthebulb’s
color, or allow the umbra circle to be dragged along the
ﬂoor. In contrast to Tinkertoys, Showoff’s interface was
designed tomaximize the numberoffunctionsitprovides,
even though this was done at the expense of usability.
10. CONCLUSION
Graphical editing applications have much common func-
tionality. With Bramble, it is possible to easily create
variants of applications. For example, a drawing pro-
gram can become a mechanism simulatorby adding a few
new object types and making some minor alterations to
the interface. Once a basic application is in place, new
functionalities can be explored. We believe that there are
advantages to exploring interactive functionalities in the
context of applications, rather than in isolation as is typi-
cally done in user studies such as [7, 19].
Bramble is good enough to build applications which push
the limitsofthe differentialapproach. Scalabilityand per-
formance are two of the greatest concerns. Integratingthe
differential approach with more common techniques also
poses some new issues. However, our main concern now
ishowtousethedifferentialapproach. Goodinterfacesfor
3D and constraint-based graphical editors are challenging
to design. Tools like Bramble make it easier to develop
and test interactionideas, butultimatelyare merely aidsin
addressing the issues of application interfaces.
The differential approach employed in Bramble facilitates
experimentation with new interaction ideas. Aspects can
be deﬁned easily. Because they can be almost arbitrary
non-linear functions of one another, there is substantial
ﬂexibility to deﬁne aspects which directly control quan-
tities of interest. These aspects can be constrained and
controlledincombination. Brambleprovidesmechanisms
for employing these controls in the design of interaction
techniques. It also makes itpossible to create frameworks
for their evaluation, or to place them in realistic settings
so they can be used.
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